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1.0 Motivation 

The modal construction has raised an extensive attention in the literature.  Much 

of the literature takes semantic or syntactic approaches to analyze the modal 

construction.  In terms of Chinese, Chao (1968), Li and Thompson (1981), Zhu (1982), 

among others describe and enumerate the properties of modals, nonetheless, only a few 

pieces of works proceed to give a holistic view on analyses of this construction.   

In the literature, there are similarities of the modal construction observed 

cross-linguistically.  Based on the assumption that the interaction between syntax and 

semantics is closely related and that diverse interpretations may correspond to different 

syntactic properties, in this thesis, we try to explore properties of the modal 

construction and to seek a balance between modal structures and modal interpretations.   

Pedagogically, we found that modals in Chinese and in English could be 

analogous to one another in syntax and semantics, albeit some overlapping concepts of 

modals can also lead to confusion.  Thus, the similarities and differences between 

Chinese and English require further arrangement in terms of the Chinese teaching.  In 

an attempt to propose a proper pedagogical grammar, we try to lay out a practical 

pedagogical grammar for the teaching of Chinese modals based on our observation and 

the result of the analysis.  

1.1 What ‘modal’ is 

    To begin with, we define the scope of our discussion.  ‘Modality’ refers to the 

speaker’s point of view or mental attitude toward propositions.  It conveys the 

propositional judgments through interpretations such as evaluative, possibility, 

probability and necessity.  Modality can be expressed by different syntactic categories.  

For example, in English, modality can be expressed in modal auxiliaries such as may,
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might and should, in modal verbs such as assume or allow or in modal adverbs such as 

possibly or certainly.  Note that the syntactic category for realizing modality may be 

contingent on languages.   

T. Tang and C. Tang (1997) specify that, in Chinese, there are modal particles, 

modal adverbs and modal verbs (modal adjectives) in the system of Chinese modal 

expressions.  According to them, the category of “modal particle” are the expressions 

such as ba in ‘t  z u le ba’, ne in ‘n  qù ne, háishi w  qù ne?’, and a in ‘xiày  le a’, 

whereas the category of “modal adverb” refers to huoxu ‘maybe’, dagai ‘probably’, 

hoaxing ‘similarly’, nandao ‘possibly’ and so on.  In this thesis, the category at issue 

is only concerned with modal expressions such as neng ‘can’, yinggai ‘should’ and keyi

‘may’ that are not modal particles or modal adverbs.  The term ‘modal’ is used to refer 

to such expressions throughout our discussion.       

Also note that, in Chinese, there are words with more than one categorial function; 

besides, there are many modal adverbs that have similar distributions to modals.  

Though we do not deny the possibility that some modals such as keneng ‘may, 

probably’ may function as a sentence adverb, there are cases in which modals cannot be 

analyzed as adverbs.  To distinguish modal adverbs from modals, following Zhang 

(1997), we use VP ellipsis as a syntactic test.  As shown in (1), while (1a), (1c) and 

(1e) allow VP ellipsis, (1b), (1d) and (1f) do not.   

(1). a.

       Halì k néng  c nji  guò b sài, Róngen y  k néng

       Harry might  join  GUO game, Ron also might 

      ‘Haryy might have joined the game, and so might Ron.’ 

  b.* 

        Halì  dàgài    c nji  guò   b sài,   Róngen y   dàgài 

        Harry probably  join  GUO the game, Ron also probably 

       ‘It is probably that Harry joined the game, and so does Ron.’ 

         c. 

       Róngen k y  bù m i nà-b n sh , Miàolì y  k y
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       Ron can not buy that-CL book, Hermione also can 

      ‘It is allowed that Ron doesn’t buy that book, and so does Hermione.’ 

    d.* 

        Róngen bìx       m i nà-b n sh , Miàolì y   bìx

        Ron   obligatorily buy that-CL book, Hermione also obligatorily   

       ‘Ron have to buy that book, and so does Hermione.’ 

    e. 

       H igé yào  kàn nà-bù diàny ng, Dèngbùlìduo y  yào 

       Hagrid want see that-CL movie,  Dumbledore also want 

       ‘Hagrid wants to go to see that movie, and so does Dumbledore.’ 

    f.* 

       H igé k ndìng  kàn le nà-bù diàny ng, Dèngbùlìduo y   k ndìng

       Hagrid certainly read LE that-CL movie, Dumbledore also certainly 

       ‘Hagrid must have seen that movie, and Dumbledore too.’ 

Thus, even though modal items in example (1) may represent similar or identical 

meanings, we regard those which disallow VP ellipsis as modal adverbs and those 

which allow VP ellipsis as “modals”.  In a word, only “modals” are relevant to our 

discussion.  Examples of modals such as yinggai ‘should’, keyi ‘may’ and neng ‘can’, 

are shown in (2) 

(2). a.

      H b rén   y ngg i zh dao huíji    de  lù 

      The Hobbit should  know go-home DE road 

     ‘The Hobbit should know the way home.’ 

 b.

   Y wén k y  kàn de  h n yu n

   Arwen can  see–DE very far 

   ‘Arwen can see far away.’ 

 c.
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   G ndàof  néng yùzh   wèilái    

   Gandalf  can  foresee future 

   ‘Gandalf can foresee what will happen in the future.’ 

1.2 Purposes and organization of this thesis 

In the present study, we try to accommodate the semantic diversity to the syntactic 

structure of modals.  The purpose of this thesis is twofold.  First, we provide 

arguments for Chinese modals as functional categories from a syntactic point of view.  

Furthermore, given our functional category analysis, we demonstrate a pedagogical 

grammar of modals for Chinese teaching. 

This thesis consists of five chapters and is organized as follows.  In Chapter Two, 

we review some previous works on modal interpretations and several analyses of modal 

constructions.  We agree with Palmer (1974, 1990 and 2001), Warner (1993), Brennan 

(1993) and others that the dichotomy interpretation of modals is too simple to capture 

the modal properties and that the trichotomy interpretation can properly represent the 

semantic and syntactic characteristics of modals.  Moreover, we argue against the 

analysis put forth by the influential work of Lin and Tang (1995), in which Chinese 

modals are treated as lexical verbs.   

In Chapter Three, regarding the syntactic structure of modals, we, assuming the 

split-INFL hypothesis, propose that modals in Mandarin Chinese should be analyzed as 

functional categories in the INFL domain.  Given the trichotomy interpretation of 

modals, epistemic modals should be higher than deontic modals and they in turn are 

higher than dynamic modals in the clausal structure.  In addition, the result of our 

study supports a classical analysis of Chinese modals as under INFL.  It shows that a 

long-lasting view of the distinction among modals as raising and control verbs is 

incorrect.

Given this analysis and the framework provided by Teng (1997, 1998, 2000, 2003), 

we examine modal properties from a pedagogical perspective in Chapter Four.  In 

Chinese teaching, we argue for the importance of introducing affirmative and negative 

pairs at the same time, especially for the distinct pairs, such as dei ‘must’ and buyong
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‘must not, not necessary’.  Furthermore, we provide a Pedagogical Grammar of 

modals in Chinese that can be utilized in practical curricula.  We also demonstrate 

functions of each modal and then give the usage in detail.  Finally, in Chapter Five, we 

conclude this thesis. 
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